Thanks to your support we have constant impact on
shaping urban space- our individual but at the same time
common world. Many years of our strong involvement
have changed the reality which we currently live in. We
deeply believe that our joint activities will make it possible
to…

create more

beautiful tomorrow…
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USED MODELS:
QUALITY
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FUNCTIONALITY

FLOWER TOWERS
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VERSATILITY

H2400+W600

They are functional and safe models to shape public space. These models allow to decorate places difficult to arrange, such as large surfaces of cobblestones, asphalt or concrete.
The products give limitless possibilities when it comes to selection of colors, species and
size of plants. The Flower Towers successfully create the image of European towns and
cities.

STANDING FLOWER TOWERS
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MATERIAL:

1/2H1200

H2000

H2400

H3000

W600

H3400

BASIC COLOR
ZINC COAT

#

GALVANIZED
STEEL

H1200

Hot dip galvanizing assures long-term protection against corrosion. During
this process durable surface iron-zinc alloy is created.

LAQUER COLOR
DUPLEX SYSTEM
Combination of zinc coating and polyester powder coating gives exceptionally resistible protective surface. The top layer of the paint, which is a
decorative part pleasing to the eye, becomes also additional anticorrosive
coating.

Watering installation TERRA CLICK TIF is an integrated system adjusted specifically to the Terra
Flower Towers. It ensures high precision of watering, limits the time necessary for maintenance
and reduces the costs thanks to appropriate water
usage.

NO SHARP
EDGES
The unique design of Terra Flower Towers eliminates elements, which could be threatening to user
safety. Additionally, the edges of the rings are covered with the rubber gaskets, which also protect
the plants against mechanical damage.

LASER CUT RINGS
Laser cutting used in the production process of the rings is the latest metal machining
method. Thanks to this technology the offered products are of the highest quality.

TRANSPORT
MODULE
A functional system, which makes it easier to unload the planted constructions without the risk of damaging the flowers.
Safe and durable holder significantly speeds up the process of setting
the products in the given area.

THE FLOWER TOWER
SYSTEM
An innovative and patented solution which increases effectiveness and quality of planting. Each ring
of the Flower Tower does not have the bottom so
the roots of the plants have perfect conditions for
growth as they are provided a proper amount of
water and air.

ANTI-THEFT
SYSTEM
Safe and durable solution which eliminates losses
caused by robberies. Thanks to the stable and durable
fixing to the ground, moving the Flower Tower from the
dedicated place becomes impossible.

THE HANGING FLOWER TOWERS
THE FLOWER BALL
EFFECT
Taking into account urban architecture, Terra company created the
Hanging Flower Towers for the street lamps. They are patented products which are the only flower baskets of this type in Europe. If they
are fully planted, they create amazing effect of the flower ball.

WATERING SYSTEM
+ DOUBLE BOTTOM
The unique module which controls and provides an appropriate amount of water directly to the root system of the
plants. The overflow holes regulate an optimal amount of
water in the reservoir, preventing from rotting the plants
in case there is too much of it. Additional watering system
assures comfort, reducing the costs connected with the
maintenance.

FIXING WHICH FITS
TO EVERY KIND OF LAMP
A wide range of fixings makes it possible to install the Hanging Flower Tower on almost every city
lamp. The additional surface coating protection and special construction of the holder as well as
the material used in its production process guarantee safety use.

